File No: ADMIN-22012/1/2014-P-II
Government of India
Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change
P.II Section

Indira Paryavaran Bhawan,
Prithvi Wing, 1st Floor,
Jor Bagh Road, Aliganj,

Dated: 18.05.2020.

OFFICE ORDER

Shri D K Bhardwaj, PS is hereby posted in the O/o Shri Lalit Bokolia, Scientist-F with immediate effect and until further orders.

2. The above official is directed to report to duty with immediate effect under intimation to P.II Section.

Distribution:

1. Shri D K Bhardwaj, PS.
2. Controlling Officer concerned.
3. PPS to JS (Admin.)/PA to DS(Admin.)
4. Guard file/ Spare copies.
5. US(IT)/ Consultant(IT).

Under Secretary to the Government of India